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Abstract- As Internet becomes popular, web personalisation
for E-commerce has gained much attention. The most
important strategy of web personalization is to provide the
customers with appropriate information or services based on
the knowledge about the customers’ preferences. This paper
proposes an alternate approach based on fuzzy logic for
product filtering. Experiment results and simulation have
shown that this is a viable approach.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the popularity of Internet and the low cost involved
in using Internet for marketing and delivery, E-Commerce
poses as an important channel in most modern business
models. In many cases, when a customer visits a retail or a
catalog-based E-Commerce site, it will take the customer
some time to browse the products. Due to the excessive
amount of online product information available to the
customers, and the need to better modeling the behaviors of
the customers, web personalization for E-Commerce has
become an important research area for the past few years
[1,2]. Due to the huge amount of product information,
customer may be confused or distracted while browsing or
navigating in the site. It has been shown that a customer may
not continue his/her engagement with a particular site if the
customer needs to spend too much time and effort to find the
desired product. Therefore, there is a need to incorporate
certain techniques to filter the information and present only
those products that fit the customers’ needs. Typical
techniques are statistical and pattern matching. Recently,
advanced intelligent methods have also been in use. This is
the main objective of web personalization, which is one of
the significant components of Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) using web technology.
As stated in Mobasher et al. [3], product filtering, which is
one of the important components in web personalization is
crucial for such E-Commerce site to be successful in selling
their merchandise. Product filtering normally performs the
filtering based on the customer profile of that particular
customer by selecting information which most probably
matches their interests. In order to successfully implement an
appropriate product filtering technique, customers’
preferences need to be learnt.
Despite some product filtering techniques have already
been introduced, it is still a challenging task to generate the
most relevant information for the customers. Some of the
previous works include neural networks [2, 4], statistical
learning [5] and query refinement [6]. Even though most of
them have provided promising results in improving
customers’ online shopping experience, challenges in this

field still exist. One of the challenges is to design a system
that can handle the uncertainty of customers’ shopping
behaviors and allow experts to incorporate some human
knowledge and experience into the system. Considering the
uncertainty and impreciseness of customer’s online behavior,
fuzzy logic is selected in this paper as an alternative to build
the product filtering system. The proposed fuzzy logic based
system will analyze the collected customer data and learn
customers’ shopping behavior. By using fuzzy sets and
linguistics fuzzy rules, the proposed system can handle
uncertainties involved and at the same time provide human
understandable fuzzy rules to allow human expert to update
the rules.
II. WEB PERSONALIZATION
The term “personalization” is widely used today in both
conventional and electronic commerce. This has formed one
of the important areas known as Customer Relationship
Management (CRM). Web personalization, which is mostly
used for online businesses, is defined as any set of actions
that can tailor the web experience to a particular user or
customer [1]. Web personalization can improve the ECommerce experience by helping companies to maximise
their customers’ perceived value, which may translate to the
increase of profit. Ho and Tam [7] investigated the effects of
web personalization in terms of the user’s decision making
stages. Their study showed that users are more willing to
look at the personalized content at the early stage of their
decision making. Most E-commerce sites which make use of
personalization technology when dealing with customers
reported a significant increase in revenue after they have
implemented it [8].
Web personalization is used to provide personalized
information, tailoring user’s web experience, updating users’
interests, etc. In Wu et al. [9] defined personalization as a
system development approach for designing information
systems that change configurations based on each user’s
needs and preferences. Kramer et al. [10] described web
personalization as a toolbox of technologies and application
features used in the design of an end-user experience. In this
paper, we consider web personalization as a set of processes
that uses different methods and techniques to modify web
environment which will target at the fulfillment of satisfying
a personal requirement and enhance user’s web experience.
Murthi and Sarkar [11] viewed the personalization process
itself as consisting of three main stages: learning, matching
and evaluation. In the learning stage, the E-Commerce
website collects data from the customers and analyzes
collected data to learn about the customer’s preference. The
website then uses customers’ preference to perform product
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filtering that best reflects the customers’ needs. In the
evaluation stage, it needs to develop appropriate metric to
assess the effectiveness of a personalization model.
Wong et al. [2] used a flow chart to present the process of
web personalization, which is shown in Figure 1. In a typical
online shopping scenario with web personalization, a
customer first logs into the web site using the unique ID and
password. The system will then retrieve the customer’s
profile from a database and understand the customer’s
interest. Based on the generated preferences, only those
relevant products with higher ranking will be selected.
Eventually, the selected products information is assembled
together to produce a personalized web page for the
customer.
User Login

customer information. This data structure will be employed
in our study to record customer’s online activities.
Product filtering is the main focus of this research. It is
used to provide recommendations to customers based on the
collected customer information. With the recommendations,
customer the customer can locate their “preferred” products
and hopefully make purchases. This may increase the
perceived value of the E-Commerce site. There are four
common ways for online product filtering which is shown in
Figure 2: rule-based filtering [13], simple filtering [13],
content-based filtering [14] and collaborative filtering [14].
The content-based product filtering will be used in this
research. It refers to the analysis of the attributes, such as
price of a product to give hints on whether the customer will
be interested in this product. Usually the hints are based on
whether the attributes of the product match the preferences
of the customer.
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Figure 2. Online Product Filtering.

Figure 1. Web Personalization Process.

III. FUZZY LOGIC

Data collection is the basic element for web personalization.
Without it, web personalization is impossible to be put into
practice. Collecting data is the same as observing and
recording customer’s online behaviors. When a customer
interacts with the commerce system, he may browse the
product catalogue, view the detailed description for the
products, places some products into his shopping basket and
finally makes purchase. These customer activities are
collected and well stored in database for personalization
purpose.
There are several ways to collect customer information.
The two most commonly used methods are explicit profiling
and implicit profiling. Explicit profiling is done by asking
the customer to provide information directly, such as using a
web form or survey for each individual customer. Implicit
profiling is the collection of data without customer’s
awareness. To date, a number of approaches have been
developed to deal with inexplicit profiling. Wang’s customer
behavior recording method makes use of a data structure to
record customer’s online behavior [12]. It has been proved to
be an efficient and straight forward approach for collecting

Fuzzy logic theory was first introduced by Zadeh in 1965
[15]. The proposed theory allows vague, inexact and poorly
defined concepts to be defined by a mathematical process.
Fuzzy logic is different from classical two-value sets and
logic. Whereas classical logic holds that everything can be
expressed in binary terms (0 or 1), fuzzy logic replaces
Boolean truth with a continuous range of truth-values in the
interval [0, 1]. Fuzzy sets are generalized as a mathematical
way to represent and deal with vagueness and uncertain in
computing field.
The way to represent fuzzy sets is based on membership
functions. The membership function defines how each point
in the input space is mapped to a membership value between
0 and 1. The function can be linear, either descending or
ascending; and it can be normal, triangular or S-shaped
function as well. Generating suitable membership functions
for fuzzy sets is one of the most challenging issues in fuzzy
systems design. This is mainly due to the reason that it
directly affects the accuracy of the established fuzzy system.
Normally, membership functions are designed based on
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expert experience and optimized based on the expected
outputs.
Fuzzy rules are the essence of knowledge representation in
fuzzy rules based systems. Fuzzy rules are used to translate
fuzzy inputs into the actual outputs. Fuzzy rules usually take
the form of IF-THEN rule. Fuzzy rules are designed and
optimized from the domain expertise, or sometimes can be
generated from some well developed tools, such as the Fuzzy
Rule Interpolation Matlab Toolbox (FRI Toolbox) [16]. The
number of rules involved is related to the complexity of the
problem.
Nowadays, fuzzy logic has been widely used to control
dynamic systems, such as equipment that must adjust to
constantly changing settings and conditions. Some successful
industrial examples include: oil recovery, vacuum cleaner,
washing machine and fuzzy lift control system. In
commercial area, fuzzy systems are also well known as a
powerful tool for knowledge support, especially in
knowledge discovery.

The proposed system employs deal with the uncertainty of
customers’ online behavior. The proposed system will be
able to generate the Preference Significance value based on
the access time and the behavior ranking result. One of the
input variables, access time, is the calculation of how many
times the customer actually requested a certain item’s URL
through the shopping site. For example, if a customer clicked
the product item A three times before logging out, the access
time for item A is assigned as 3. Another input variable,
behavior ranking is analyzed and stored using Wang’s
customers’ behavior recording method [12]. Triangular
membership function is used to design the fuzzy sets due to
its small memory requirement and fast processing. The input
and output values are evenly distributed into 5 ranges. The
input value is determined based on the process knowledge,
and the range of fuzzy’s output, Preference Significance, is
optimized by a 2k factorial design. All the final membership
functions are shown in Figure 4.

IV. PROPOSED FUZZY LOGIC BASED SYSTEM
There are two data modules and two processing modules
in the proposed system as shown in Figure 3. The two data
modules are customer information and product information.
The two processing modules include customer preference
learning and product filtering, which are the key components
in the web personalization model. The preference learning is
assisted by the fuzzy logic system which deals with the
uncertain information from the customer’s online behavior.
The proposed system presents an alternative approach for
web personalization that integrates fuzzy logic for
customers’ preferences measurement.
The product filtering component will use a ranking
function to match customer preferences with the products’
attributes, filters out the unmatched ones and outputs the
matched items in a rank order. Eventually, the personalized
web page with the most relevant products will be presented
to the customer in the next login. By turning the collected
data into meaningful information, the E-Commerce site now
can provide their customers with a different online
experience.
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Figure 3. Proposed Fuzzy Logic Based Product Filtering.

Based on Wan’s Computational geometry approach [12], the
proposed fuzzy rules base has been designed and optimized.
Table 1 shows the fuzzy rule base represented by a matrix
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with Behavior Ranking in columns and Access Time in rows.
The characters in Italic represent the output value,
Preference Significance. The symbols equivalent as: VL:
Very Low; SH: Slightly High; SL: Slightly Low; VH: Very
High; M: Medium.
TABLE I
FUZZY RULES BASED

Ranking →
Access time ↓
VL
SL
M
SH
VH

VL

SL

M

SH

VH

VL
SL
M
M
SH

SL
SL
M
M
SH

SL
M
SH
SH
SH

M
SH
SH
SH
VH

M
SH
VH
VH
VH

In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed system, it
is evaluated based on experiments using simulated data. A
simulator is created to simulate the customer interaction with
the E-Commerce site. The evaluation was carried out by
simulating users’ interactions with the system. In this
research, in order to show the feasibility of using fuzzy
system, only two attributes, price and perceived quality, are
taken into account. However, in the real world, the perceived
product’s quality is subjective and may be related to the price.
A product with higher price usually has a better perceived
quality than a product with lower price. Therefore, just by
using the randomly generated price and quality value is not
appropriate. However, for the purpose of this research, we
will use the developed product simulation from Wang’s
methodology [12].
The value of ndpm is a metric used widely for evaluating
Information Retrieval systems [2]. It is used here to measure
the effectiveness of the product filtering algorithm because
of the similarity between the product filtering and the
information retrieval. In the context of this research, ndpm is
used to measure the difference between the customer’s
choices and the system’s choices. Assume the symbol ;
denotes a preference ranking, where a ; b means a is
preferred to b. Let ; c denotes customer ranking and ; s
denotes system ranking. Then the distance of the two
rankings for a pair of product is calculated in the following
way:
( a ;s b and b ;c a ) or (b ;s a and a ;c b )
dist ( a , b ) = 10 ifotherwise
(1)
The ndpm is the average distance of all pair of products.

{

ndpm =

∑ dist (a, b)
|T |
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V. EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATED DATA

a ,b∈T

after reading the customer’s online behavior. With no noise
or small noise (noise = 5 and 10), the ndpm could reach near
to zero after few logins. However, with large noise (noise =
20 and 30), the ndpm value is increasing and the amplitude
of vibration is also getting larger. In both large-noise cases,
ndpm can still keep less than 0.2 at most of the time, which
means the system performance is still acceptable even in a
large noise environment. This shows that fuzzy logic based
filtering system can be an alternative used in web
personalization.

(2)

where T is the set of products and |T| is the number of
pairs of the products.
From the Figure 5, it can be observed that in all cases, the
ndpm drops greatly after the customer’s first login. In the
customer’s first login, due to the initial null value of the
customer’s online behavior, the filtering process is not
executed. This also means the system performs effectively
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Figure 5. The ndpm of the simulated experiment.
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